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t is in the hushed surroundings of her Ekso Watches Gallery salon that Ekaterina
Sotnikova presents a selection of state-of-the-art works of great complexity to a clientele that expects only the best. We caught up with someone with a real nose for talent!

By Nicolas Berger

Ekaterina what attracted you to the universe
of fine watchmaking?
Like most women, I like jewellery and particularly watches for their aesthetic appeal. And one
day, being curious by nature, I lingered in front of
a skeleton watch that was incredibly beautiful but
also complex and it really intrigued me. From that
moment on I realised that behind a lovely watch face
fitted into a pretty case hides a magical mechanism.
That was when I became “addicted” to watchmaking. Through magazines and specialist books and
eventually a course at the Swiss Foundation of Fine
Watchmaking, I learned that the skill of watchmaking is an art.
Tell us about the company you founded, EKSO
Watches Gallery.
In creating Ekso Watches Gallery I wanted first
and foremost to live my passion and share it with
others. Then I wanted to perhaps right a wrong,
break out of the conformism of established makes.
I wanted to go in search of talented watchmakers and
small-scale manufacturers the general public does
70

not know about, who create rare and exceptional
timepieces. That was where I got the idea of creating
a gallery of watchmaking art with a vocation of promoting these watch designers and promoting their
work as works of art. I wanted to bring them to the
attention of watch-lovers and collectors of unusual
pieces of great quality by talented designers, they
were not those they were used to seeing. I wanted
to showcase the daring and creativity of these new
master watchmakers!
As a woman was it difficult to make a mark in
this traditionally masculine world?

timepieces always reflect unusual personalities and it
is also the designer’s “soul” that attracts me.
Among the models which is your latest favourite?
I don’t have particular favourites, I love them all.
Otherwise I wouldn’t have chosen them!
Finally, what would be your dream watch?
The one I don’t have yet. That is what a dream is: it’s
something you cannot touch, something you don’t
have easy access to isn’t it?

Indeed as I am a woman the profession initially
eyed me with distrust. But that is now in the past.
The artists I represent have complete faith in me and
I am very proud of that.
How do you choose which names to represent?
Often by feeling! I look at the pieces, their style,
and their originality and if I find them interesting
I set about getting to know the designer. Exceptional

Visit Ekaterina Sotnikova at her gallery,
appointment required:
5 rue Magellan – 75008 Paris, France
Tel.: +33 (0)618 492 712

